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On thek Nearest-Neighbor Path Distance from the
Typical Intersection in the Manhattan Poisson Line

Cox Process
Konstantinos Koufos, Harpreet S. Dhillon, Mehrdad Dianatiand Carl P. Dettmann

Abstract—In this paper we calculate the exact cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the path distance (L1 norm)
between a randomly selected intersection and thek-th nearest
node of the Cox point process driven by the Manhattan Poisson
line process. The CDF is expressed as a sum over the integer
partition function p(k), which allows us to numerically evaluate
the CDF in a simple manner. The distance distributions can be
used to study thek-coverage of broadcast signals in intelligent
transportation systems (ITS) transmitted from a road side unit
(RSU) that is located at an intersection. They can also be in-
sightful for network dimensioning in urban vehicle-to-everything
(V2X) systems, because they can yield the exact distribution of
network load within a cell, provided that the RSU is located at
an intersection. Finally, they can find useful applicationsin other
branches of science like spatial databases, emergency response
planning, and districting. We corroborate the applicability of the
distance distribution model using the map of an urban area.

Index Terms—Manhattan Poisson line Cox process, spatial
databases, stochastic geometry, vehicular networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The development of road networks is a key component of
urban planning because it greatly affects commuting efficiency,
districting, emergency response dispatching, and first-aid ser-
vices, to name but a few. Since the recent advent of mobile
broadband connectivity for pedestrians and the ongoing pro-
liferation of connected vehicles through vehicle-to-everything
(V2X) systems, the road network is also the setting for
several location-based e-services [1]. Exemplar applications
could be electric vehicles querying over the internet for the
nearest charging stations, and/or pedestrians searching with
their smartphones for the closest available taxis [2]–[5].

A. Modeling road networks

The simplest models for urban road networks utilize just a
set of vertices and edges [6], [7]. The vertices may represent
junctions, the start/end points of roadways, critical locations
where the speed limit or the travel direction changes, etc.
Naturally, two vertices are connected by an edge if there is
a straight link between them, giving rise to the adjacency
matrix of the road network. The graph representation can
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be enhanced by assigning weights to the edges, which might
be proportional to the (average or minimum) travel time and
fuel cost, along the road segment(s) that the edge represents.
Algorithms exploring the graph have been also developed,
e.g., the best-first search to identify the nearest neighbors
from a vertex and the Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the shortest
paths, i.e., the sequence of edges of minimal aggregate cost
between two non-adjacent vertices [8]. We will also utilize
Dijkstra’s algorithm with edge weights equal to the length of
road segments while validating our distance distribution model
with the map of an urban area.

Another line of research, particularly useful for emergency
response planning, assumes that the edge weights are pro-
portional to the length of the associated streets, and models
random events along the edges. If these events represent points
of emergency, the graph distance distributions can reveal the
intrinsic properties of the response system we need to build
to combat all emergencies effectively [9]. For instance, the
distance distribution can be used to infer the number of
ambulances, medical personnel, etc. we will have to deploy.

While certainly important, the graph-based approaches ap-
ply to specific road networks. Even though different cities
can share common road graph properties [10], the graph-
based models provide limited abstraction. Besides, due to the
high complexity of graph-based routines, it is often impossible
to model the road network very precisely. Also, the graph
representation cannot answer questions pertinent to network
planning, e.g., what is the minimum required intensity of
charging stations, so that two of them are within a driving
distance of one kilometer from a randomly chosen intersection,
with probability at least90%? This paper aims to bridge
this gap. We argue that the mathematical tools of stochastic
geometry, see [11] for an introduction, widely and successfully
utilized during the past 15 years in the performance evaluation
of random wireless communication networks, see [12]–[18],
can also be insightful for urban road planning.

Unlike the graph-based methodology, the stochastic geom-
etry framework does not consider a specific road network. In
its most tractable (and hence useful) form, only the intensity
of streets is available (or can be estimated). In addition,
we assume that: (i) the road layout has a relatively regular
structure, hence, an Manhattan Poisson line process (MPLP)
is a realistic model for it, and (ii) the locations of points of
interest (POI) or facilities, e.g., gas stations, events trigger-
ing police action, etc. follow a homogeneous Poisson point
process (PPP) along each street. Under these assumptions,
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i.e., a Manhattan Poisson line Cox process (MPLCP) for
the locations of POI, we will derive the path distance (L1
norm) distribution of thek nearest-neighbors (kNN) (or POI)
from a randomly selected intersection. We have identified
three potential applications, namely spatial database queries,
districting, and urban vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs),
where the kNN path distance distributions could be of use. We
elaborate on them next.

B. Motivation and prior art

In the kNN query, a spatial database returns the locations
of the k nearest objects, in terms of network distance, to the
query point (or agent) [2]. Consider, for instance, a driver
looking for the k nearest hotels (static objects) in terms of
travel time, or a pedestrian querying for thek nearest vacant
cabs (mobile objects). The agent reports its location, and the
database solves the query using, e.g., a graph representation
for the road network [3, Fig. 2].

Even with static objects, the graph dynamically changes due
to varying traffic conditions, and the computational complexity
can quickly explode, especially with frequent queries from
mobile agents [4]. The server must continuously track and
update the locations of thek nearest objects for all agents.
Because of that, neglecting the constraints imposed by the
road network, and using just Minkowski distances to solve
the kNN problem has not been abandoned, especially for
group queries [5]. The study in [2] has pointed out that the
Euclidean distance is a lower bound to the network distance
and could be used to prune the search space in kNN queries.
However, pruning based on a lower bound is not always
effective. Therefore the calculation of the exact path distance
distributions, as we will do in this paper, will be helpful.

The kNN distance distributions can also be used in the
planning of dispatching policies for emergency response ser-
vices and districting [19]. In balanced district design, the road
network of a metropolitan area is partitioned into smaller units
(territories) which contain about the same expected numberof
road accidents so that the workload is divided equally among
police departments [19]. Given the size of the districts, the
kNN distributions can be used to calculate the probability
that a police department can successfully cover thek nearest
emergencies under some probabilistic time constraint.

The ongoing rollout of 5G networks and the standardiza-
tion activities for V2X communication, e.g., the transmis-
sion of cooperative awareness messages (CAMs) from the
vehicles to the infrastructure [20], and the response of the
latter with the collective perception message (CPM) [21]
have motivated the development of spatial models tailored to
vehicular networks. Despite the fact that urban streets have
finite lengths, line processes have been extensively used in
wireless communication research to gain analytical insights
into the network’s performance [13]–[16]. The one- and two-
dimensional PPPs are valid models for urban VANETs, in the
high- and low-reliability regime respectively [22]. Otherwise,
to draw valid conclusions about the network’s performance
the road intersections must be explicitly modeled [16]. For
motorway VANETs, on the contrary, the superposition of one-
dimensional (1D) point processes is sufficient [23]–[25].

The studies in [13]–[15] have used a Poisson line process
to capture the random orientation of streets, and stationary
1D PPPs to model the locations of vehicles per street. In the
resulting Poisson line Cox processΦc, the study in [13] has
evaluated the distance distribution between an arbitrary point
in the plane and the nearest point ofΦc. This is essentially
the serving distance distribution in a cellular vehicular network
with nearest base station association, where the locationsof
base stations follow the two-dimensional PPP [14]. The study
in [15] has derived the coverage probability for the typical
receiver in a VANET and pointed out the conflicting effect of
the intensities of the roads and vehicles. It has also solvedfor
the distance distribution between the typical vehicle and the
nearest vehicle ofΦc to model a vehicle-to-vehicle commu-
nication scenario. The study in [26] has used the MPLCP to
model the locations of base stations in urban street microcells
and calculated their distance distribution to the origin tostudy
properties of the interference distribution. Finally, forsome
recent results on the reliability of inter-vehicle communication
in urban streets of finite length, forming intersections andT-
junctions, see [27].

Unfortunately, the above studies on the performance of
VANETs have measured the Euclidean distances (L2 norm),
even though the attenuation of wireless signals, especially in
millimeter-wave frequencies, is better described by a street
canyon model [28, Eq. (1)]. In this regard, the kNN Manhattan
distance distributions will be useful in investigating thek-
coverage of wireless signals, diffracted around buildingsat
road intersections as they propagate. We will use them to
identify, e.g., how many vehicles within half a kilometer
from an intersection can successfully receive broadcast safety
messages with probability at leastq%? Thus far, the kNN
distributions have been identified for Poisson and binomial
processes see [29]–[31], without considering the deployment
constraints due to the road layout. Fork = 1, more general
convex geometries like then-sided polygon have been also
investigated [32].

C. Contributions

Let us denote byRk the random variable (RV) of the path
length (L1 norm) between a randomly chosen intersection of
the MPLP and thek-th nearest neighbor of the MPLCP. The
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the length of the
shortest path,R1, has been recently calculated in [33]. The
authors have related the CDF ofR1 to the probabilityP0 that
all (vertical and horizontal) lines intersecting the Manhattan
square around the typical intersection do not contain any POI
within the square.

In this paper, we generalize the calculation of the CDF of
Rk for k≥ 1. The main challenge is to construct a formula,
which computes the probabilities{Pj : j ≤ k − 1} that all
lines intersecting the Manhattan square contain exactlyj ≥ 0
POI inside the square. The analysis presented in this paper is
therefore not a direct extension of [33], where the calculations
are limited toP0, which can be derived using a null probability
argument. While a simple closed-form expression has been
derived in [33, Theorem 1] forP0, this is not possible for
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{Pj : j > 0}, as we will demonstrate in Section V. Instead,
we present a low-complexity numerical algotithm to evaluate
Pk using the integer partition functionp(k), which is then
used to calculate the CDF ofRk.

In Section III, we calculate a closed-form expression for
the probability distribution function (PDF) of the total length
of line segments inside the Manhattan square, and in Section
IV, we compute its moment generating function (MGF). Un-
fortunately, neither of the expressions can be finally averaged
out to obtain a closed-form representation for the probabilities
{Pj : j > 0}. Nevertheless, these results might be of interest
for other applications utilizing the MPLCP. Additionally,they
both are intuitive ways to tackle the subject problem, and
because of that we have decided to include them in the paper.
We will follow a pedagogical approach where each method
occupies a separate section.

Finally, it is noted that the distance between a random
intersection and thek-th nearest point of the MPLCP can
serve as a lower bound to the CDF of the distance between a
random position of the road and thek-th nearest neighbor of
the MPLCP. Fork=1 both CDFs are computed in [33].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II formally introduces the MPLCP. Section III calculates
the PDF of the total lengthLt of line segments inside
a Manhattan square, centered at a randomly selected road
intersection. In Section IV, we calculate the MGF of the
RV Lt, and in Section V we present a numerical algorithm,
which can be used to compute the CDF of the path distance
between an intersection and thek-th nearest point of the
MPLCP. In Section VI, we validate the suggested algorithm
against simulations. We also use a real urban road network and
demonstrate improved performance against baseline models
using the PPP. Section VII concludes this work.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION

In this section, we first define the MPLP and the MPLCP,
then present the construction of the networks for the roads and
facilities, along with the adopted assumptions, and finallywe
conclude this section with the problem formulation.

A. Preliminaries of point and line processes

A line process, in layman’s terms, is just a random collection
of lines. If we limit our attention to undirected lines in the
Euclidean plane, each lineℓi can be uniquely determined
by the following parameters: the lengthρi ≥ 0 and the
angleφi ∈ [−π, π], measured counter-clockwise, of the line
segment being perpendicular to lineℓi and passing through
the origin [11, Chapter 8.2.2]. Therefore a line process can
be associated with a point process, and vice versa, where
the line ℓi is uniquely mapped to the pointxi ∈ R

2 with
polar coordinates(ρi, φi). The associated point process is often
called the representation space of the line process.

Let us consider the realizations of two independent 1D PPPs
of equal intensityλ modeling the road intersections along
the x and y axes, and construct the associated realization of
vertical and horizontal lines. All points on thex axis give
rise to vertical linesφi ∈ {0, π}, and all points along they

Fig. 1. Example realization of a MPLCP of facilities. The setof all points
inside the Manhattan square, including the sides, is denoted by B(r)≡B for
brevity.

axis correspond to horizontal linesφi∈{−π/2, π/2}. The set
of horizontal lines is denoted byΦlh = {Lh1 , Lh2 , . . .}, the
set of vertical lines is denoted byΦlv = {Lv1 , Lv2 , . . .}, and
Φl={Φlh,Φlv} is the resulting MPLP. TheΦl is a stationary
and motion-invariant line process owing to the stationarity and
motion-invariance of the PPP in the representation space. Its
intensity, defined as the mean total length of lines per unit
area, is equal to2λ [11, Chapter 8.1].

Let us assume that along each line there are facilities,
e.g. gas stations, whose locations follow another 1D PPP of
intensityλg. Conditioned on the realization of the line process,
the locations of facilities are independent of each other. Under
these assumptions, the distribution of facilities becomesa
stationary Cox point process, denoted byΦg, and driven by
Φl. A Cox point process is in general a doubly-stochastic
PPP where the intensity measure is itself random, and it is
subsequently constructed in a two-step random mechanism.
See [34, Chapters 3 and 4] for an introduction. The intensity
of the MPLCP is2λλg [11].

Owing to the stationarity of the MPLP, we can add an
intersection point at the origino of the x-y plane, and two
(undirected) linesLx, Ly passing through it and aligned with
the x and y axis respectively. Under Palm probability, the
resulting line process becomesΦL = {Φl ∪ {Lx, Ly}}, and
the point process of facilities is the superposition of the point
processΦg and the two PPPs of intensityλg alongLx and
Ly. See Fig. 1 for an illustration.

B. Modeling of road networks and facilities

In order to generate a realization of the road network, road
intersection points are first generated along the typical lines
Lx and Ly according to a PPP of intensityλ. Then, the
intersection points alongLx/Ly give rise to a realization of
the line processΦlv/Φlh. Every line represents a road which
is assumed bi-directional. In the subject problem, the width
of the road can be safely ignored, because it is expected to
be negligible as compared to the expected distance between
neighboring road intersectionsλ−1. Note that it is straight-
forward to extend the calculations for different intensities
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TABLE I
L IST OF FREQUENTLY USED SYMBOLS.

Notation Definition

λg Intensity of facilities per km

λ Intensity of intersections per km

r Manhattan distance from the origin

B(r) The Manhattan square with diagonal equal to2r

and centre the typical intersection of the MPLP

Pk The probability there arek facilities within B(r)

Rk The RV describing the Manhattan distance of

the k-th nearest facility to the origin

Po(z) A Poisson RV with parameterz

FX(x) The CDF of the RVX with realizationx

P(·) Probability that an event occurs

λh, λv between vertical and horizontal streets. Consider, for
instance, few main vertical streets traversing the city andmany
horizontal side streets. Unless otherise stated, we will use
λh = λv = λ for presentation clarity. In order to generate
a random realization for the network of facilities, a PPP of
intensityλg is generated along each line including the typical
lines Lx andLy. Naturally, the locations of the facilities are
constrained along the road network.

C. Problem formulation

Due to the Slivnyak’s Theorem [11, Chapter 8.2], the
distance distribution between a randomly selected intersection
of Φl and itsk-th nearest facility, is equal to the distribution
between the origino of the augmented gridΦL and itsk-th
nearest facility. Let us denote byRk the RV describing the path
distance of thek-th nearest facility of the augmented gridΦL

to the origino. The CDF can be read asFRk
(r)=P(Rk≤r)=

1− P(Rk>r). The complementary CDF,P(Rk>r), is equal
to the sum of the probabilitiesPj , j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . (k−1)},
wherePj is the probability that there are exactlyj facilities
inside the Manhattan square, which is the locus of points with
Manhattan distancer to the origin, see Fig. 1. Hence,

FRk
(r) = 1−

∑k−1

j=0
Pj . (1)

In this paper, we will derive theFRk
for k ≥ 1. The CDF

of the RVR1 has been already derived in [33, Theorem 1]:

FR1(r) = 1− P0 = 1− e−4λgr e−4λr(1−a0), (2)

wherea0 = 1−e−2λgr

2λgr
.

D. Notation

The list of frequently used symbols is included in Table I.
In addition, the RVNp(Φ ∩B) counts the number of points
of the Cox process driven by the line processΦ within B.
The total number of lines intersectingB, excluding the typical
linesLx, Ly is denoted by the RVN . The RVLi≥0 describes
the random length of the lineℓi intersectingB, and the RV
Lt≥4r describes the total length of segments inB including

the contribution,4r, due to the typical lines. Finally, the
realizations of the RVsLi andLt are denoted byl.

III. C ALCULATING Pk USING THE DISTRIBUTION OFLt

Given the realizationl of the RVLt, the number of facilities
in B follows a Poisson distribution with parameterλgl. As a
result, based on the law of total expectation, the probability Pk

that there arek facilities in B can be obtained by averaging
the Poisson distribution, Po(λgl), over the PDF,fLt(l), of the
total length of line segmentsLt in B. Hence,

Pk =

∫ ∞

4r

e−λgl (λgl)
k

k!
fLt(l) dl, (3)

where the lower integration limit equals4r, becauseB always
contains the segments due to the typical linesLx, Ly.

To derive the PDFfLt(l), we start with the random number
N of line segments intersectingB, which follows the Poisson
distribution with parameter4λr. Recall thatλ is the density
of intersection points along a line, and2r is the length of the
diagonal ofB. The abscissas (ordinates) of the line segments
parallel to Ly (Lx) are distributed uniformly at random in
(−r, r). As a result, the distribution of the RVLi describing
the length of thei-th line segment inB is uniform too. In order
to derive its CDF, we note thatLi takes values in(0, 2r) with
equal probability and thus,P (Li ≤ l) = l

2r , l ∈ (0, 2r). For
instance, the vertical line with abscissaz1 in Fig. 1 has length
l=2 (r − z1) in B.

Conditionally on the realizationn ≥ 1 for the RV N ,
the total length of line segments inB,

∑n
i=1 Li, is equal to

the sum ofn independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
uniform RVs in(0, 2r). As a result, the sum

∑n
i=1 Li follows

the Irwin-Hall distribution with PDF

n
∑

i=1

Li∼
1

2r (n− 1)!

⌊ l
2r ⌋
∑

k=0

(−1)k
(

n

k

)(

l

2r
− k

)n−1

, (4)

wheren≥1 and l≥0.
In order to compute the PDF ofLt, we need to average

equation (4) over the Poisson distributed numberN for n≥1.
The caseN =0, i.e., no intersections along{Lx ∪ Ly} ∩ B,
which occurs with probabilitye−4λr, leads toLt=4r and it
is treated separately below.

fLt(l) = e−4λrδl,4r +

En≥1







1
2r(n−1)!

⌊ l−4r
2r ⌋
∑

k=0

(−1)k
(

n
k

) (

l−4r
2r −k

)n−1







= e−4λrδl,4r +
∞
∑

n=1

(4λr)ne−4λr

n!
1

2r(n−1)!×
⌊ l−4r

2r ⌋
∑

k=0

(−1)k
(

n
k

) (

l−4r
2r − k

)n−1
, l ≥ 4r,

(5)

where δx,y = 1 for x = y and δx,y = 0 otherwise, is the
Kronecker delta function, and also note that equation (4) has
been shifted to the right by4r.

The above expression can be simplified, to some extent, by
interchanging the order of summations, and while doing so,
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Fig. 2. The PDF and the CDF (inset) of the total lengthLt of line segments
in B. In (b), the probability,e−4λr , that the only line segments are due to
Lx, Ly is around2%, evident in the left tail of the PDF.105 simulations.

carefully setting the lower limit of the sum with respect ton.
fLt(l)

= e−4λrδl,4r +
e−4λr

2r

⌊ l−4r
2r ⌋
∑

k=0

(−1)k×
∞
∑

n=max{1, k}

(4λr)n

n!
1

(n−1)!

(

n
k

) (

l−4r
2r − k

)n−1

= e−4λrδl,4r +
e−4λr

2r

(

4λr 0F1(2, 2λ (l − 4r))+

⌊ l−4r
2r ⌋
∑

k=1

(−1)k
∞
∑

n=k

(4λr)n

n!
1

(n−1)!

(

n
k

) (

l−4r
2r − k

)n−1
)

= e−4λrδl,4r +
e−4λr

2r

(

4λr 0F1(2, 2λ (l − 4r))+

⌊ l−4r
2r ⌋
∑

k=1

(−4λr)k

k!

(

l−4r
2r − k

)k−1
0F1

(

k, 4λr
(

l−4r
2r − k

))

)

,

(6)
where l ≥ 4r and 0F1(α, z) =

∑∞
k=0

1
Γ(α+k)

zk

k! is the
regularized hypergeometric function; example validations of
equation (6) are depicted in Fig. 2.

The final expression in equation (6) is quite complicated to
use in the integral in (3), hence, calling for another approach
to evaluate the probabilitiesPk.

IV. CALCULATING Pk USING MGFS

Since the PDF of the RVLt has a complicated form, we
may instead work with its MGF,MLt(t) = E

{

etLt
}

, t∈R,
which can be computed using the properties of the compound
Poisson distribution. Recall that the RVLt is equal to the sum
of N∼Po(4λr) i.i.d. uniform RVsLi≡L in (0, 2r) plus the
constant4r. Therefore,

E
{

etLt
}

= EN

{

E
{

etLt |N
}}

= EN

{

e4rtML(t)
N
}

(a)
= e4rt EN

{

(

e2tr−1
2tr

)N
}

(b)
= exp

(

4rt+ 4λr
(

e2rt−1
2rt − 1

))

,

(7)

where(a) follows from the MGF of a uniform RV, and(b)
uses the probability generating function of a Poisson RV.

The limit of the first derivative ofMLt(t) with respect tot
at t→0 in equation (7) yields

(

4r+4λr2
)

, which is the mean
of the RV Lt. The first term,4r, is the fixed length of the
typical lines in B. The second term,4λr2 is, as expected,
equal to the product of the mean lengthr of a randomly
selected line segmentLi multiplied by the expected number
4λr of line segments inB. Recall that the expected number of
line segments is equal to the expected number or intersections
along the typical lines.

Conditionally on the realization of the lengthLt = l,
the number of facilities inB is Poisson distributed with
parameterλgl. As a result, using the law of total expectation,
the MGF of the (discrete) RV of the number of facilities in
B, Np(ΦL ∩B), can be read as

MNp(ΦL∩B)(t) = E
{

eNp(ΦL∩B)t
}

= ELt

{

E
{

eNp(ΦL∩B)t|Lt

}}

(a)
= ELt

{

eλgl(et−1)
}

= MLt(λg (e
t−1)) ,

where(a) is due to the MGF of a Poisson RV.
After substituting the above argument,λg (e

t−1), into
the last equality in (7), we obtain the MGF of the RV
Np(ΦL ∩B). MNp(ΦL∩B)(t) =

exp

(

4rλg

(

et−1
)

+4λr

(

e2rλg(et−1) − 1

2rλg (et−1)
− 1

))

.

Furthermore, starting from the definition of the MGF of
a discrete RV on the natural numbers,MNp(ΦL∩B)(t) ≡
MNp(t) =

∑∞
k=0 Pk e

kt we getPk

= 1
k!

dk

dtk
MNp(log t)

∣

∣

∣

t→0

= 1
k!

dk

dtk
exp
(

4rλg (t−1)+4λr
(

e2rλg (t−1)−1
2rλg(t−1) −1

))
∣

∣

∣

t→0
.

(8)
After substitutingk = 0 in equation (8), we obtainP0 =

exp(−4rλg−4λr (1−a0)), as expected, see equation (2). For
k=1 in (8), after some simplification, we have

P1 = P0

(

4rλg + 4rλ
(

a0 − e−2rλg
))

. (9)

The calculation of higher-order derivatives in (8) resultsin
complicated expressions which are difficult to manipulate.For
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instance, we list below the expressions we get, after some
simplification, forP2 andP3.

P2 = 1
2P0

(

4rλg + 4rλ
(

a0 − e−2rλg
))2

+ 4λrP0×
(

a0 − e−2rλg − rλge
−2rλg

)

.

P3 = 1
6P0

(

4rλg + 4rλ
(

a0 − e−2rλg
))3

+ 4λrP0×
(

4rλg + 4rλ
(

a0 − e−2rλg
))

×
(

a0 − e−2rλg − rλge
−2rλg

)

+ 4rλP0×
(

a0 − e−2rλg − rλge
−2rλg − 2

3r
2λ2

ge
−2rλg

)

.
(10)

One way to add some structure in the calculation ofPk,
is to use the Faà di Bruno’s formula for the calculation of
thek-th derivative of a composite function [35]. Let us define
f(t)= et andg(t)=

(

4rλg (t−1)+4λr
(

e2rλg (t−1)−1
2rλg(t−1) − 1

))

,

see equation (8). Leveraging on thatf (k)(t)=et, wheref (k)

denotes thek-th derivative, the Faà di Bruno’s formula is
simplified to [35, Eq. (2.2)]:d

kf(g(t))
dtk

= eg(t)
k
∑

m=1
Bk,m

(

g′(t) , g′′(t) , . . . g(k−m+1)(t)
)

= eg(t)Bk

(

g′(t) , g′′(t) , . . . g(k)(t)
)

,

(11)

whereBk,m and Bk are the partial and the complete expo-
nential Bell polynomials respectively.

The Bell polynomials emerge in set partitions. For instance,
B4,2(x1, x2, x3, x4) = 3x2

2 + 4x1x3, indicates that there are
three ways to separate the set{x1, x2, x3, x4} into two subsets
of size two, and four ways to separate it into a block of size
three and another of size one. Note that the total number of
partitions, i.e., seven, is the Stirling number of second kind
which, in general, counts the ways to separate anm-element
set intok disjoint and non-empty subsets, e.g.,S(4, 2) = 7.
The calculation of the Bell polynomials is widely availablein
today’s numerical software packages like Mathematica.

Recall from equation (8) that thek-th derivative of the MGF
has to be evaluated in the limitt→ 0. It is also noted that
P0=eg(0). Combining equations (8) and (11) yields

Pk =
P0

k!

k
∑

m=1

Bk,m

(

g′(0) , g′′(0) , . . . g(k−m+1)(0)
)

. (12)

Equation (12) is insightful to understand why the calculation
of P3 in equation (10) consists of three terms. The first term
over there,

(

4rλg + 4rλ
(

a0 − e−2rλg
))3

, is essentially equal
to the partial Bell polynomialB3,3(g

′(0)) = g′(0)3. It is
also straightforward to verify that the remaining two terms
in (10) are equal toB3,2(g

′(0) , g′′(0)) = 3g′(0) g(2)(0) and
B3,1

(

g′(0) , g′′(0) , g(3)(0)
)

=g(3)(0).
The Faà di Bruno’s formula can provide some insight

into the calculation of the MGF of the RV describing the
total number of points inB, Np(ΦL ∩B), however, the
cost of computing thek-order partial derivatives might be
high, especially for large values ofk. In the next section,
we will use enumerative combinatorics, revealing a simple
numerical algorithm to evaluatePk without involving higher-
order derivatives as in equation (12).

V. CALCULATING Pk USING INTEGER PARTITIONS

Let us assume there arek facilities inside the Manhattan
squareB(r) and separate their allocation into two sets: along
the typical segmentsLx, Ly and in the rest ofB(r). The
probabilityPk = P(Np(ΦL ∩B) = k) can be read asPk =
∑

i≤k

P(Np({Lx ∪ Ly} ∩B) = i)·P(Np(Φl ∩B) = m) , (13)

wherem = k − i, and the product of probabilities follows
from the independent locations of intersections alongLx and
Ly, and the independent locations of facilities along each line.

Next, we detail the calculation of the two probability terms
in (13) followed by a simplified procedure to calculatePk

named after Algorithm 1. We also generalize the calculation
to unequal intensitiesλh, λv before concluding this section by
presenting a numerical illustration for the computation ofPk

for k = 5.

A. Calculating Pk

The first probability term in (13) can be read as
P(Np({Lx ∪ Ly} ∩B) = i)

= P(Np(Lx ∩B) +Np (Ly ∩B) = i)
(a)
=

(4λgr)
ie−4λgr

i! ,
(14)

where(a) uses the fact that the superimposed PPPs of facilities
alongLx andLy is another PPP with twice the intensity2λg.

The calculation of the second probability term in (13)
is more involved, but similar to (14), it helps to con-
sider just a single PPP of intersection points with twice
the intensity, 2λ, along Lx instead of two line pro-
cessesΦlh,Φlv. Let us denote the resulting distribution of
vertical lines by Φ′

lv. Obviously, P(Np(Φl ∩B) = m) =
P(Np({Φlv,Φlh} ∩B) = m) = P(Np(Φ

′
lv ∩B) = m). The

latter can be written asP(Np(Φ
′
lv ∩B) = m)

=
∞
∑

n=0
P(Np (Φ

′
lv ∩B)=m|N=n) · P(N=n)

=
∞
∑

n=0

(4λr)ne−4λr

n! P(Np (Φ
′
lv ∩B) = m|N = n) .

(15)

In order to evaluate the conditional probability in (15), we
enumerate the number of ways of allocatingm facilities (or
objects) inton lines (or urns), with both objects and urns being
indistinct. For each allocation, we need to obtain its probability
of occurrence, and finally we will sum over all obtained values.
For n≥m, the number of ways to allocatem objects inton
urns is equal to the number of integer partitions ofm, denoted
by p (m), because only the number of objects going to each
urn is relevant. Forn<m, the restricted integer partitions of
size at mostn, denoted bypn(m), are considered. Empty urns
are obviously allowed. Next, we sum over the probabilities of
all partitions.P(Np (Φ

′
lv ∩B) = m|N = n) =

∑

ξ∈pn(m)

P(Np (Φ
′
lv ∩B) = m|N = n, ξ) ,

wherepn(m) = p (m) for n≥m and ξ is the set associated
with a partition, e.g.,p (3)={{3} , {2, 1} , {1, 1, 1}}.
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After substituting the above equality in the last line of (15),
and interchanging the orders of summations, we end up with
P(Np(Φ

′
lv ∩B)=m) =

∑

ξ∈p(m)

∞
∑

n=|ξ|

(4λr)
n
e−4λr

n!
P(Np (Φ

′
lv ∩B)=m|N=n, ξ) ,

(16)
where|·| denotes the set cardinality, e.g.,|ξ|=2 for ξ={2, 1}.

At this point, it helps to define the parameterak, k ∈ N

describing the probability that a vertical line with abscissa
z > 0, uniformly distributed between the origin and the point
(r, 0), contains exactlyk facilities in B, e.g., in Fig. 1, the
line with abscissaz1 does not contain any.

ak =
1

r

∫ r

0

(2λg (r − z))
k

Γ(k+1)
e−2λg(r−z)dz

=
Γ(k+1,2λgr)

2λgr
,

(17)

where Γ(k+1) = k!, Γ(α, x) = 1
Γ(α)

∫ x

0 tα−1e−tdt is the
lower incomplete Gamma function, and fork = 0 we obtain
the parametera0 defined under equation (2).

Let us consider the partitionξ = {1, 1, . . . , 1} with m 1’s.
The inner sum in equation (16), conditioned on this partition,
yieldsP(Np(Φ

′
lv ∩B) = m|ξ)

=
∞
∑

n=m

(4λr)ne−4λr

n! · P(Np (Φ
′
lv ∩B) = m|N = n, ξ)

=
∞
∑

n=m

(4λr)ne−4λr

n! ·
(

n
m

)

am1 an−m
0

=
(4λr)mam

1 e−4λr(1−a0)

m! ,

where the binomial coefficient
(

n
m

)

represents the number of
ways to select them lines containing just one facility inB.

Substituting the above equation and equation (14) into (13)
yields the conditional probability,Pk|ξ, of k facilities in
{Φ′

lv ∪ Lx} ∩B given the partitionξ.

Pk|ξ =
k
∑

i=0

(4λgr)
ie−4λgr

i!
(4λr)k−iak−i

1 e−4λr(1−a0)

(k−i)!

=
(4r(λg+λa1))

k P0

k! .

(18)

In a similar manner, we can evaluatePk|ξ for all ξ ∈ p(k)
and complete the calculation ofPk=

∑

ξ∈p(k)Pk|ξ in (13).

B. Simplifying the calculation of Pk

Evaluating the conditional probabilitiesPk|ξ as in (18)
might be cumbersome, unless a pattern is identified. Next,
we derive a simple expression forPk|ξ, depending on the
number of times an integer appears in the partitionξ. Let
us considerξ = {q, . . . , q, 1, . . . , 1}, where theq appears
f times and there are also(m−qf) 1’s. The inner sum in
equation (16), conditionally on the partitionξ with cardinality
|ξ|=((m−qf)+f), yieldsP(Np(Φ

′
lv ∩B) = m|ξ)

=
∞
∑

n=m−(q−1)f

(4λr)ne−4λr

n! afq a
m−qf
1 a

n−(m−(q−1)f)
0 ×

(

n
m−(q−1)f

)(

m−(q−1)f
f

)

=
(

m−(q−1)f
f

)

afq a
m−qf
1

(4λr)m−(q−1)f e−4λr(1−a0)

(m−(q−1)f)! ,

where |ξ|=(m−(q−1)f) is the number of lines containing
facilities in B. They are selected with

(

n
m−(q−1)f

)

ways from

the availablen lines, and
(

m−(q−1)f
f

)

is the number of ways
to selectf out of the segments containing facilities inB, and
allocateq facilities to each one of them.

Keeping in mind that due to the existence off replicas of
the integerq in the partition, only up to(k − qf) facilities
may be located alongLx, we substitute the above equation
and (14) into (13), ending up with

Pk|ξ =
k−qf
∑

i=0

(4λgr)
ie−4λgr

i!

(

k−i−(q−1)f
f

)

afq a
k−i−qf
1 ×

(4λr)k−i−(q−1)f e−4λr(1−a0)

(k−i−(q−1)f)!

=
(4r(λg+λa1))

k−fq

(k−fq)!
(4λraq)

f

f ! P0.

(19)

It is straightforward to generalize the above calculation to
include partitions with more than oneq > 1. Let us assume
that the integerqi> 1 appearsfi≥ 1 times in the partitionξ.
Equation (19) can be generalized as

Pk|ξ =
(4r (λg+λa1))

k−∑

i fiqi P0

(k −∑i fiqi)!
·
∏

qi

(4λraqi)
fi

fi!
. (20)

To sum up, in order to evaluatePk|ξ, we start withPk|ξ=
P0. Given that the integerq > 1 appears in the partition
f ≥ 1 times, we setPk|ξ ← Pk|ξ

(4λraq)
f

f ! . For q = 1, we

setPk|ξ ← Pk|ξ
(4r(λg+λa1))

f

f ! . We updatePk|ξ for all integers
q ∈ ξ. Next, we repeat the same procedure for all partitions
ξ, and we compute the probabilityPk =

∑

ξ∈p(k) Pk|ξ. For
completeness, the pseudocode used to calculatePk is provided
as Algorithm 1. GivenPj , ∀j∈{0, 1, . . . (k − 1)}, the CDF of
the distance distribution is evaluated from (1).

Algorithm 1 ComputePk

Input: λg, λ, k
Output: Pk

1: aq ← Γ(q+1,2λgr)
2λgr

, q = 0, 1, . . . (k−1)
2: P0 ← e−4λgr−4λr(1−a0), Pk ← 0
3: Ξ = IntegerPartitions(k)
4: for all ξ ∈ Ξ do
5: Pk|ξ ← P0

6: for all q ∈ ξ do
7: fq ← cardξ(q)
8: if q = 1 then
9: Pk|ξ ← Pk|ξ

(4(λg+λa1)r)
fq

fq !

10: else
11: Pk|ξ ← Pk|ξ

(4λaqr)
fq

fq !

12: end if
13: end for
14: Pk ← Pk + Pk|ξ
15: end for

C. Complexity analysis

The computational complexity for evaluating the parameter
Pk using Algorithm 1 is proportional to the number of integer
partitions ofk. The growth of the integer partition function
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include also the time required to generate the partitionsp(k).

p(k) is known only asymptotically, i.e,p(k) ∼ 1
4
√
3k
eπ
√

2k
3

ask →∞ [36]. In Fig. 3, it is illustrated that the asymptotic
formula, with fitted preconstants using least-squares, gives a
good approximation fork ≥ 20.

D. Unequal intensities λv, λh

Thus far, we have considered equal intensity of intersections
λv = λh = λ along the typical linesLx, Ly. The calculations
in Algorithm 1 can be easily generalized toλv 6= λh.
Specifically, one will have to use

P0 ← e−4λgr−2(λv+λh)r(1−a0), (21)

in line 2, and

Pk|ξ ← Pk|ξ
(2(2λg+(λv+λh)a1)r)

fq

fq !

Pk|ξ ← Pk|ξ
(2(λv+λh)aqr)

fq

fq !
,

(22)

in lines 9 and 11 respectively. Also, the intensity of intersec-
tions for the full Manhattan grid can be read asλ = 2λvλh

λv+λh
.

We will have to use unequal intensities once Algorithm 1 is
evaluated on a real urban map.

E. Partitioning example

For illustration purposes, in Table II, we list the contri-
butions of the seven different terms involved in the calcu-
lation of P5. The inputs in the rightmost column, which is
equal to the product of the terms in the middle column,
are generated based on equation (20). For instance, for the
partition {3, 2} we havef1 = f2 = 1, because each of the
numbersq1 = 2, q2 = 3 appears only once in the partition.
Furthermore,(f1q1 + f2q2 = 5) and thus, the exponent of the
term (λg+λa1) is zero. Therefore, equation (20) degenerates
to the product of just two terms,4λra2 and4λra3, scaled by
P0, and the result for the probabilityP5|{3,2} directly follows.

Now, it becomes clear in the calculation ofP3 in
equation (10) that the first term corresponds to the par-
tition {1, 1, 1} with a1 = a0 − e−2rλg , the second
term to the partition{2, 1} with a2 = a0 − e−2rλg −
rλge

−2rλg , and the last term to the partition{3} with a3 =
1
2

(

a0 − e−2rλg − rλge
−2rλg − 2

3r
2λ2

ge
−2rλg

)

.

TABLE II
DETAILING THE CALCULATION OF P5 USING INTEGER PARTITIONS. SEE

ALSO EQUATION (20).

Partition Terms ProbabilityPk|ξ

{5} 4λra5 4λra5P0

{4, 1} 4λra4, 4r
(

λg+λa1
)

16λ
(

λg+λa1
)

r2a4P0

{3, 2} 4λra3, 4λra2 16λ2r2a2a3P0

{3, 1, 1} 4λra3, 1
2

(

4r
(

λg+λa1
))2 32λ

(

λg+λa1
)2 r3a3P0

{2, 2, 1} 1
2

(4rλa2)2 , 4r
(

λg+λa1
)

32λ2 (

λg+λa1
)

r3a2
2P0

{2, 1, 1, 1} 4rλa2, 1
6

(

4r
(

λg+λa1
))3 128

3
λ

(

λg+λa1
)3 r4a2P0

{1, 1, 1, 1, 1} 1
120

(

4r
(

λg+λa1
))5 128

15

(

λg+λa1
)5 r5P0
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Fig. 4. The distance distributions for thek nearest facilities to the origin
k ∈{1, 2, . . . 10} following a MPLCP with dense streetsλ=10 km−1 and
sparse facilitiesλg = 0.5 km−1. The red lines are averages over50 000
simulations and the dashed blue lines are (exact) calculations using Algorithm
1. The simulations are carried out within a square area of400 km2. The origin
is placed in the middle of the square. In each simulation, an independent
realization of the MPLCP is generated and the path distancesfrom the origin
to thek nearest points of the process are computed.

VI. N UMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS & A PPLICATIONS

In this section, we will start by validating Algorithm 1
with simulations, and we will proceed with the study of
three example scenarios where this algorithm might be of use.
Finally, we will show that Algorithm 1 can give a quick and
accurate estimate about the distance distributions in realurban
road networks with an approximate regular street layout. For
that, we will use the map of an area near Manhattan in New
York with the map data retrieved using OpenStreetMap [37],
[38]. In Fig. 4 we have validated the calculation of the path
distance distribution using Algorithm 1 for the ten nearest
neighbors of a MPLCP. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 illustrate that
the Euclidean distance (L2 norm) is a bad approximation
to the Manhattan distance (L1 norm) distribution, unless the
deployment scenario is associated with a sparse road network
and densely populated facilities. The approximation quality
deteriorates for largerk’s. The planar PPP of equal intensity,
µ=2λλg, where the locations of facilities are not constrained
by the road network, is not a better approximation either. The
distance to thek-th nearest neighbor for the planar PPP follows
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Fig. 5. Thek-th nearest neighbor distance distributions,k∈{1, 10}, from a
random intersection of a MPLCP withλ = 10 km−1 and λg = 0.5 km−1.
The curves are generated using Algorithm 1 for the Manhattandistance,
simulations for the Euclidean distance and equation (23) for the planar PPP.

the generalized gamma distribution with PDF [39, Theorem 1]:

fRk
(r) =

2 e−µπr2
(

µπr2
)k

rΓ(k)
. (23)

Having verified that the PPP and the Euclidean distance
give inadequate approximations, we present below case studies
where the path distance distributions are useful.

A. Distance distributions in spatial database queries

Let us consider an electric vehicle at an intersection query-
ing for the nearest charging station. The charging stations
might be closed or fully occupied, depending on the time of
day and the road traffic conditions. In that case, the spatial
database should return thenearest available charging station to
the vehicle. Given that any facility is available with probability
q, independently of other facilities, and the average travel
speed isv, the CDF of the average travel time to thenearest
available facility follows from the geometric distribution:

P(t≤τ) =

∞
∑

i=1

q (1− q)
i−1

FRi(τ) , (24)

whereτ=rv−1.
See Fig. 7a for the validation of (24). The underlying

assumption is that the delay at the intersection and the traffic-
related delays are not modeled explicitly but incorporatedinto
the model through the average velocityv.

B. Planning the network of facilities in a city

Before starting to build charging stations for electric vehi-
cles in a city, it is important to identify their required density,
i.e., the minimum number of stations per square kilometer,
so that certain design constraints are satisfied. This process
resembles network dimensioning in wireless communications.
Given the intensity of roadsλ, we would like to identify the
minimum required intensity of facilitiesλg so that a vehicle at
a randomly selected intersection can arrive at the nearest avail-
able facility within the target time, e.g.,100 s with probability

larger than90%. Due to the low computational complexity
of the path distance distributions using Algorithm 1, we
can obtain the required intensityλg numerically. To give an
example, for the parameter settings used to generate Fig. 7b,
the above target can be safely met forλg≥1 km−1.

C. Urban vehicular communication networks

Turning our interest to wireless communications applica-
tions, we assume that an RSU is deployed at the typical
intersection and the locations of vehicles follow an MPLCP.
The RSU broadcasts messages to the vehicles. For wireless
propagation along urban street micro cells, the pathloss model
is a function of the Manhattan distance [40, Fig. 5]. Also,
the vehicles with non-light-of-sight (NLoS) connection suffer
from serious diffraction losses due to the propagation of
wireless signals around the corner. In Fig. 8 the distribution
of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the10 nearest vehicles
with NLoS connection to the RSU is depicted. Assuming a
distance-based propagation pathlossr−η, wherer stands for
the Manhattan distance,η ≥ 2 denotes the pathloss exponent,
and a diffraction lossL, it is straightforward to convert the
distance distributions into received signal level distributions.
Then, it also remains to scale the obtained CDFs by the noise
power levelN0. Specifically, for thek-th nearest vehicle with
NLoS connection we have

P(SNRk ≤ θ) = P
(

LR−η
k ≤ θN0

)

= 1− P

(

Rk ≤ (θN0/L)−1/η
)

=
k−1
∑

j=0

∑

ξ∈p(j)

Pj|ξ
∣

∣

r=(θN0/L)−1/η ,

(25)

where the vehicles alongLx, Ly with a line-of-sight connec-
tion to the RSU are neglected, hence, in the above equation,
equation (20) degenerates to

Pk|ξ = e−4λr(1−a0) ·
∏

qi

(4λraqi )
fi

fi!
.

Given the size of the Manhattan cellB, we can compute
the distribution of the number of NLoS vehicles withinB,
i.e., the network load distribution for NLoS connectivity,using
Algorithm 1. Since the NLoS vehicles have much lower link
gains than the vehicles along the typical linesLx, Ly, the RSU
must allocate to them much more spectral resources under
some fair scheduling scheme. Therefore, our ability to quickly
characterize the network load distribution for NLoS vehicles,
see Fig. 9 for an example illustration, is important. To further
justify the importance of network load statistics, the associated
CDF of the network load for NLoS vehicles is depicted in the
inset. For instance, in the downlink, the CDF indicates thatthe
probability there is at least one NLoS vehicle that successfully
receives broadcast messages from the RSU (and can forward
them to streets not in the line-of-sight of the RSU) is larger
than 90%. Similarly, in the uplink, the CDF indicates, e.g.,
that the number of NLoS vehicles requesting resource blocks
exceeds10 with probability less than10%.
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Fig. 6. Thek-th nearest neighbor distance distributions,k ∈ {1, 10}, from a random intersection of a MPLCP using the Manhattan (blue lines) and the
Euclidean (red lines) distance. The distance distributions for a planar PPP of equal intensity are also demonstrated (black lines). Dense roads (DR) correspond
to λ=10 km−1 and sparse roads (SR) toλ= 1 km−1. Dense facilities (DF) are associated withλg = 4 km−1 and sparse facilities withλg = 0.5 km−1.
For sparse roads and dense facilities (SR-DF) the nearest neighbor is mostly located along the typical lines, hence, theL2 norm degenerates to the L1 norm.
Because of that, the 1D PPP with intensity2λg provides also a good fit fork = 1, see the green dashed line.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of travel time to the nearest availablefacility from an
intersection. Each facility is available with probabilityq independently of
other facilities.λ=1 km−1, λg =0.5 km−1, v=10m/s. The sum in (24) is
truncated ati=20 and validated against the simulations.

D. Model validation with a real map

In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach in a practical setting, where the layout of
the road network does not precisely follow the MPLP. For
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λ= 5 km−1 and λg = 10 km−1. Distance-based pathlossr−η with η = 3,
diffraction loss around the corner20 dB and noise power levelN0=10−8.
The simulations are depicted in ‘red’ and the (exact) calculations in ‘blue’.
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(a) https://www.openstreetmap.org/

(b) https://www.mathworks.com/products/automated-driving.html

Fig. 10. (a) The map of an area near Manhattan, New York (40.7841/-
73.8430). (b) The associated road network is extracted using Matlab toolboxes.
All two-dimensional coordinates representing the start and the end points of
road segments, generated by parsing the OpenStreetMap file,are depicted in
red dots. The15 intersection points where the shortest paths are simulatedare
depicted as blue squares; these points are illustrated as blue disks in Fig. 10a.
The total length of streets in the considered area is approximately 40 km.

this purpose, we have extracted the road network of an urban
area of size1.8 km2 using [37], [38], and selected15 points,
forming approximately a grid, where the distance distributions
of the shortest paths are simulated. The map of the area can be
seen in Fig. 10a and the associated road network is extracted
in Fig. 10b. The road network consists of approximately500
linear segments. We assume that the locations of facilities
follow a one-dimensional PPP of intensityλg along each
segment. Therefore, the only difference between the model and
the studied scenario is the underlying road layout. In orderto
parameterize Algorithm 1, we have estimated the intensity of
intersectionsλh ≈ 5.9 km−1 equal to the average of horizontal
distances between neighboring points across the rows of the
15-point grid. Similarly, the intensityλv ≈ 12.5 km−1 is the
average of vertical distances across the columns of the grid.
Then, the intensity of intersectionsλ, which is the input to
Algorithm 1, is calculated based on the harmonic average of
λh and λv, i.e., λ = 2λhλv

λh+λv
, yielding λ ≈ 7.9 km−1. The

optimal setting of the intensity parameters given the underlying
road infrastructure has been left as a future research topic.

In Fig. 11a, we can see that the performance accuracy of
Algorithm 1 improves for largerk, while, on the other hand,
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Fig. 11. Path distance distributions on a real map for15 intersection
points, see Fig. 10a. ’Blue’ lines are simulations, ’red’ lines correspond
to Algorithm 1 and ’black’ lines to the two-dimensional PPP model, see
equation (23).2 500 simulation runs. In each run an independent realization
of facilities with the specified intensityλg is generated along every street
segment. Then the shortest path distances are calculated using the Dijkstra
algorithm.

the prediction accuracy of the two-dimensional PPP degrades.
In addition, increasing the density of facilities toλg=1 km−1,
compare Fig. 11a with Fig. 11b for the same value ofk, is
associated with worse model performance. That is because,
for denser facilities, thek nearest neighbors are likely to
come closer to the intersection point. As a result, the local
characteristics of the road network near the intersection,which
do not follow exactly the MPLP model, start to affect more.

We conclude this section by evaluating the model perfor-
mance for a very low density of facilities. In this case, we
use only the intersection point at the top-right corner of the
grid located near the center of the total area. We can see
in Fig. 12 that the model performance further improves. The
facilities spread out far from the intersection point, hence, the
underlying road structure starts to have less effect on the path
distance separation. It is mostly the vertical and horizontal
distance to the intersection that matter. That is a promising
finding because it indicates that, for sparse facilities, the
distance distributions derived using the MPLCP are fairly valid
independently of the underlying urban road layout. However,
further data collection is required to ascertain this claim.
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Fig. 12. Path distance distributions for the intersection point at the top-right
corner of the grid of the15 intersection points, see Fig. 10a. Intensity of
facilities λg = 0.25 km−1. For the rest of the parameter settings, see the
caption of the previous figure.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have devised a low-complexity numerical
algorithm to calculate the distribution of the path distance
between a randomly selected road intersection and thek-th
nearest node of a Cox point process driven by the Manhattan
Poisson line process. This algorithm can be used to identify
the minimum required density of facilities (modeled by a
MPLCP), e.g., charge stations for electric vehicles, to ensure
that a vehicle at an intersection can reach the nearest available
facility within a target time under a probability constraint. The
distance distributions derived in this paper can also be used
to calculate the distribution of network load for V2X systems.
Finally, using real road network data, we illustrated the en-
hanced performance of the MPLP as compared to the state-of-
art distance distribution model using the two-dimensionalPPP.
In the future, it would be interesting to extend our analysis
and data collection with larger maps and different urban
areas, investigating the independence of the path distance
distributions from the underlying road infrastructure, when the
network of facilities is sparse.
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